
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ATTACHMENT I 
Application Package 







Dolphin Hotel 

315 McKinley Street 

Hollywood FL 33019 

Job# 14165 

TAC# 15-DPV-84 

 

JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT 

 

The applicant seeks to completely demolish and to rebuild the Dolphin Hotel located at 315 

McKinley Street.   

 

To make this substantial financial investment succeed, the applicant is seeking seven (7) rooms 

from the Hotel Density Pool, to make this new hotel twenty-seven (27) rooms. T he City of 

Hollywood Land Development Code allows this request to be made when of the gross square 

footage of the site exceeds 17,000 sf or comprises of four (4) or more contiguous lots. The gross 

lot area of this site is 17,671 sf.  The allowed density for hotel units in the BRT-25-C (Beach 

Resort Commercial District) is 50 units per acre.  The seven additional rooms fully comply with 

the district’s requirements.  

 

This proposed boutique hotel fully meets the district’s height requirements.  The hotel is four 

stories with a fifth story pool deck.  The applicant has proposed a 24 hour Valet Parking Garage 

on the 1st floor.  The Valet Parking will provide parking lifts with each lift accommodating two 

(2) cars. Although only 29 parking spaces are required for the project, the addition of the lifts 

will increase the parking capacity to 42 spaces, with only the two (2) handicap accessible spaces 

being self-parking.  Along with the Parking Garage, there are small Retail Spaces and the Hotel 

Lobby that will be flush with the future sidewalk that is a part of the City of Hollywood Street 

Improvement plans.  The three floors above the parking will be the hotel rooms and suites, a 

Lounge area, Kitchen and other Back of House service areas. The roof will have open deck area 

that has a Pool, Bar and Restrooms.  

 

The design of the Hotel is Modern. Different textures and colors like Copper colored laser cut 

metal panels at the entry, textured raw concrete finish in other areas, Metal canopies and glass 

and aluminum railings introduces a warmth into the modern aesthetic. Architectural features 

like the “Cooper Box” will act like a Statement Piece, thus allowing the Building to stand out.  

 

 

 

 



The existing single story Dolphin Hotel currently has eleven (11) rooms, most of which are 

suites. The new Dolphin Hotel is proposing twenty-seven (27) rooms, where eighteen (18) of 

the rooms are suites and nine (9) are large hotel rooms.  The additional seven (7) rooms are 

needed to reduce the cost of construction per room to make this project financially feasible.  

 

This Boutique Hotel will be positive addition to the Beach Community and the City as a whole. 

The new Dolphin Hotel will have unique architectural features, but at the same time it will not 

over power that special beach environment that exists in the City of Hollywood.  






















































